We are looking forward to welcoming customers back from May 19 th and, as always, the health & safety of
our customers & staff remains of the utmost importance.
While awaiting further Scottish Government updates, our capacity will continue to be limited by social
distancing regulations and we ask you to bear with us as we continue to follow certain protocols in line with
Government guidance.

Sanitisers
Hand sanitiser is made available at the entrance to Wildfire and outside both toilets & we politely request
that customers sanitise their hands before entering the restaurant and before & after use of the toilets.

Masks
Face masks must be worn on entering/leaving the restaurant & when moving around the restaurant to visit
the toilets.

Bookings
Although we have an outside seating area, this is very much weather dependant & therefore generally
available on a “walk-in” basis only.
We unfortunately do not have a bar or waiting area so bookings will be staggered to avoid congestion at the
entrance & we ask that you arrive promptly at your reserved time.
Tables are reserved for a maximum of 2 hours & the restaurant will close at 10.30pm.

Social distancing
Wildfire operates a 1m social distancing policy with signage throughout the restaurant. Tables have been
reconfigured, Perspex screens in place where appropriate & our capacity reduced by 30%.

Enhanced cleaning
Appropriate cleaning & sanitising of tables & surfaces will take place throughout service & between
customers and we allow extra turn-around time for enhanced procedures to be undertaken.

Test & Protect
All customers should be aware that in compliance with the Scottish Government regulations, contact details
of ALL guests will be required.

Ventilation
We will be operating increased levels of ventilation throughout the restaurant & kitchen areas.

Payment
Contactless payment by card machine at your table is preferred & cash payments discouraged

If you or anyone else in your part or household shows symptoms of Covid 19, please
cancel your booking & visit us another time.
All of the above information is for the safety & comfort of our guests & staff and we’re
sure most of it is second nature by now!
However, if you have any further suggestions or worries prior to your visit, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch and we will be happy to discuss your concerns with you.

